DOLPHIN CONCEPTS LIMITED

We are a fast growing company with focusing on wireless product developments. Our objective is to convert our customers' imaginations into real products.

As part of the development team in Dolphin Concepts, you will gain the experiences in cutting edge wireless technology and earn hands on experiences by constantly tackling engineering challenges, driving the development to success and winning the trust and appreciation from our customers. Your contributions will be rewarded with career development opportunities, attractive incentive packages plus numerous fringe benefits. If you are an engineer with passion and a strong desire to build niche products, Dolphin Concepts would be the right company with you in developing your career.

Software Developer

Responsibilities:
- Assist in R & D project development
- Software and/or Firmware development of wireless related products
- To conduct testing and analysis on the product under development with documentation
- To conduct feasibility study on new project and perform preliminary test to prove the design
- Project follow-up

Requirements:
- Bachelor degree in Computer Science, Computer and Electronic engineering or related disciplines
- 1-2 years working experience in software development (Fresh graduate may also be considered as Assistant Software Developer)
- Familiar with MCU or embedded system programming in assembly and C / C++
- Knowledge in developing test plan and test data
- Experience in electronic circuit design, RF circuit and sensor circuit will be an advantage
- Strong analytical and problem solving skills
- Good interpersonal skills, collaborative and willing to share knowledge, experience and opinion with team members
- Passionate about new technology and producing quality software
- Occasional travel to China and oversea will be required
- Occasional overtime on weekend will be required

Project Engineer

Responsibilities:
- Assist in R & D project development
- Keep and manage project schedules and generate reports for internal and external reference
- Communicate with oversea and local customers and suppliers for projects follow-up
• Participate in meetings and discussions for technical solutions, project follow up and technical support
• Provide professional knowledge transfer to customers until projects move to delivery phase
• On-site problem solving for customer complaints and technical support
• Work on multiple projects simultaneously

Requirements:
• Bachelor degree or higher in engineering, project management or related disciplines
• 1-2 years working experience in project management (Fresh graduate also be considered as Assistant Project Engineer)
• Knowledge in MCU or embedded system development
• Knowledge in production and manufacturing engineering
• Experience in electronic circuit and PCB design, RF circuit and sensor circuit will be an advantage
• Strong analytical and problem solving skills
• Good interpersonal skills, collaborative and willing to share knowledge, experience and opinion with team members
• Frequently travel to China and oversea will be required
• Occasional overtime on weekend will be required
• Able to work independently with pressure

We offer 5-day work, bank holiday, double paid, medical benefits and performance bonus. Interested parties please send your full CV to recruit@dolphinconcepts.com to submit your application. Personal data collected will be treated in the strictest confidence and will be used for recruitment purpose only.